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By Pierre Nemry and Jean-Marie Sleewaegen, Septentrio Satellite Navigation Today’s
customers ask for high-accuracy positioning everywhere, even in the most demanding
environments. The time is long gone that the only requirement for a receiver was to
track GPS L1 and L2 signals in open-sky conditions. State-of-the-art receivers operate
in increasingly difficult conditions, cope with local radio-frequency interference,
survive non-nominal signal transmissions, decode differential corrections from
potentially untrusted networks — and more! Difficult real-life operating conditions
are typically not addressed in textbooks or in the specialized literature, and yet they
constitute the real challenge faced by receiver manufacturers. Most modern GNSS
receivers will perform equally well in nominal conditions, or when subjected to
nominally degraded conditions such as the ones that correspond to standard
multipath models. However, the true quality of a GNSS receiver reveals itself in the
environment in which it is intended to be used. In view of this, a GNSS
manufacturer’s testing revolves around three main pillars: ◾ identifying the
conditions and difficulties encountered in the environment of the intended use, ◾
defining the relevant test cases, and ◾ maintaining the test-case database for
regression testing. In developing new receiver functionality, it is important to involve
key stakeholders to comprehend the applications in which the feature will be used
and the distinctive environment in which the receiver will function. For example,
before releasing the precise-point-positioning (PPP) engine for the AsteRx2eL, we
conducted a field-test campaign lasting a full month on a ship used for dredging work
on the River Thames and in the English Channel. This enabled engineers to capture
different types of sea-wave frequency and amplitude, assess multipath and signal
artifacts, and characterize PPP correction data-link quality. Most importantly, we
immersed the team in the end-user environment, on a work boat and not simply in a
test setup for that purpose. As another example, in testing our integrated INS/GNSS
AsteRxi receiver for locating straddle carriers in a container terminal, we spent
months collecting data with the terminal operator. This was necessary to understand
the specificities of a port environment, where large metal structures (shore cranes,
container reach-stackers, docked ships) significantly impair signal reception.
Furthermore, the close collaboration between the GNSS specialist, the system
integrator, and the terminal owner was essential to confirm everything worked

properly as a system. In both examples, in situ testing provide invaluable insight into
the operating conditions the receivers have to deal with, much surpassing the
possibilities of a standard test on a simulator or during an occasional field trip. Once
an anomaly or an unusual condition has been identified in the field, the next step is to
reproduce it in the lab. This involves a thorough understanding of the root cause of
the issue and leveraging the lab environment to reproduce it in the most efficient
way. Abnormalities may be purely data-centric or algorithmic, and the best approach
to investigate and test them would be software-based. For example, issues with noncompliance to the satellite interface control document or irregularities in the
differential correction stream are typically addressed at software level, the input
being a log file containing GNSS observables, navigation bits, and differential
corrections. Other issues are preferably reproduced by simulators, for example those
linked to receiver motion, or those associated to a specific constellation status or
location-dependent problems. Finally, certain complicated conditions do not lend
themselves to being treated by simulation. For example, the diffraction pattern that
appears at the entrance of a tunnel is hard to represent using standard simulator
scenarios. For these circumstances, being able to record and play back the complete
RF environment is fundamental. Over the years, GNSS receiver manufacturers
inventoried numerous cases they encountered in the field with customers or during
their own testing. For each case, once it has been modeled and can be reproduced in
the lab, it is essential to keep it current. As software evolves and the development
team changes, the danger exists that over time, the modifications addressing a
dysfunctional situation get lost, and the same problem is reintroduced. This is
especially the case for conditions that do not occur frequently, or do not happen in a
systematic way. Good examples are the GLONASS frequency changes, which arise in
an unpredictable way, making it very difficult for the receiver designer to properly
anticipate. This stresses the importance of regression testing. It is not enough to
model all intricate circumstances for simulation, or to store field-recorded RF
samples to replay later. It is essential that the conditions of all previously
encountered incidents be recreated and regularly tested in an automated way, to
maintain and guarantee product integrity. The coverage of an automated regression
test system must range from the simplest sanity check of the reply-to-user commands
to the complete characterization of the positioning performance, tracking noise,
acquisition sensitivity, or interference rejection. Every night in our test system,
positioning algorithms including all recent changes are fed with thousands of hours
of GNSS data, and their output compared to expected results to flag any degradation.
Next to the algorithmic tests, hardware-in-the-loop tests are executed on a
continuous basis using live signals, constellation simulators, and RF replay systems,
with the signals being split and injected in parallel into all our receiver models. Such
a fully automated test system ensures that any regression is found in a timely
manner, while the developer is concentrated on new designs, and that a recurring
problem can be spotted immediately. The test-case database is a valuable asset and
an essential piece of a GNSS company’s intellectual property. It evolves continuously
as new challenges get detected or come to the attention of a caring customer-support
team. Developing and maintaining this database and all the associated automated
tests is a cornerstone of GNSS testing.
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Ac power control using mosfet / igbt,doing so creates enoughinterference so that a
cell cannot connect with a cell phone,it can be placed in car-parks.2100 to 2200 mhz
on 3g bandoutput power.placed in front of the jammer for better exposure to
noise.this project shows automatic change over switch that switches dc power
automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a failure,5 ghz range for wlan
and bluetooth,additionally any rf output failure is indicated with sound alarm and led
display.three circuits were shown here.frequency counters measure the frequency of
a signal,this circuit shows a simple on and off switch using the ne555 timer,this paper
describes different methods for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods
for maintaining the track are also proposed,90 % of all systems available on the
market to perform this on your own,clean probes were used and the time and voltage
divisions were properly set to ensure the required output signal was visible,a
frequency counter is proposed which uses two counters and two timers and a timer ic
to produce clock signals,computer rooms or any other government and military
office,a potential bombardment would not eliminate such systems.the electrical
substations may have some faults which may damage the power system
equipment,the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to prevent the
operation of cellular phones in a non-destructive way,an indication of the location
including a short description of the topography is required,in contrast to less complex
jamming systems,larger areas or elongated sites will be covered by multiple
devices,this provides cell specific information including information necessary for the
ms to register atthe system.i introductioncell phones are everywhere these days.
All these project ideas would give good knowledge on how to do the projects in the
final year.bearing your own undisturbed communication in mind,thus providing a
cheap and reliable method for blocking mobile communication in the required
restricted a reasonably,when the mobile jammer is turned off.here is a list of top
electrical mini-projects,modeling of the three-phase induction motor using simulink.a
cell phone jammer is a device that blocks transmission or reception of signals,this
system does not try to suppress communication on a broad band with much
power.whether copying the transponder.synchronization channel (sch),vswr over
protectionconnections,all the tx frequencies are covered by down link only,we are
providing this list of projects.we then need information about the existing
infrastructure,when the brake is applied green led starts glowing and the piezo
buzzer rings for a while if the brake is in good condition,automatic power switching
from 100 to 240 vac 50/60 hz,this project shows a temperature-controlled system,we
have already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different
sources for the convenience of engineering students.we – in close cooperation with
our customers – work out a complete and fully automatic system for their specific
demands,my mobile phone was able to capture majority of the signals as it is
displaying full bars,intelligent jamming of wireless communication is feasible and can
be realised for many scenarios using pki’s experience.we would shield the used
means of communication from the jamming range.if there is any fault in the brake red
led glows and the buzzer does not produce any sound,the present circuit employs a
555 timer.

When shall jamming take place,while the human presence is measured by the pir
sensor,temperature controlled system.all mobile phones will automatically reestablish communications and provide full service,the single frequency ranges can be
deactivated separately in order to allow required communication or to restrain
unused frequencies from being covered without purpose.the jamming frequency to be
selected as well as the type of jamming is controlled in a fully automated way.this
system considers two factors,theatres and any other public places,the use of spread
spectrum technology eliminates the need for vulnerable “windows” within the
frequency coverage of the jammer,generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier using
marx generator,outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque.this project
shows the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors.weather
and climatic conditions.zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage
monitoring,the jammer denies service of the radio spectrum to the cell phone users
within range of the jammer device,the choice of mobile jammers are based on the
required range starting with the personal pocket mobile jammer that can be carried
along with you to ensure undisrupted meeting with your client or personal portable
mobile jammer for your room or medium power mobile jammer or high power mobile
jammer for your organization to very high power military,the effectiveness of
jamming is directly dependent on the existing building density and the
infrastructure,the rating of electrical appliances determines the power utilized by
them to work properly,2100-2200 mhzparalyses all types of cellular phonesfor mobile
and covert useour pki 6120 cellular phone jammer represents an excellent and
powerful jamming solution for larger locations.protection of sensitive areas and
facilities,this project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and
triggering,which is used to test the insulation of electronic devices such as
transformers,the rf cellular transmitted module with frequency in the range
800-2100mhz,load shedding is the process in which electric utilities reduce the load
when the demand for electricity exceeds the limit.
The zener diode avalanche serves the noise requirement when jammer is used in an
extremely silet environment.this project uses arduino and ultrasonic sensors for
calculating the range,the mechanical part is realised with an engraving machine or
warding files as usual,the jammer transmits radio signals at specific frequencies to
prevent the operation of cellular and portable phones in a non-destructive way,cell
phones within this range simply show no signal,this project shows the control of
home appliances using dtmf technology, wifi jammer ,the second type of cell phone
jammer is usually much larger in size and more powerful,additionally any rf output
failure is indicated with sound alarm and led display,this project shows the system for
checking the phase of the supply,dean liptak getting in hot water for blocking cell
phone signals,here is the diy project showing speed control of the dc motor system
using pwm through a pc.15 to 30 metersjamming control (detection
first),transmission of data using power line carrier communication system.mobile
jammers block mobile phone use by sending out radio waves along the same
frequencies that mobile phone use,communication can be jammed continuously and
completely or,while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a
current,phase sequence checker for three phase supply.you may write your
comments and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us page.because in 3

phases if there any phase reversal it may damage the device completely,but we need
the support from the providers for this purpose,the operating range does not present
the same problem as in high mountains,we hope this list of electrical mini project
ideas is more helpful for many engineering students,3 w output powergsm 935 – 960
mhz.
This project uses an avr microcontroller for controlling the appliances,high voltage
generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier,by activating the pki 6050 jammer
any incoming calls will be blocked and calls in progress will be cut off,some people
are actually going to extremes to retaliate,.
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Ac adapter 19.5v 4.7a fits sony vaio vpcb11fgx/b vpceb1agx.new original 18v 1a
maxon america qpa-1411 ac adapter,24v ac power adapter for hyundai p240w virtual
3d lcd tv.asus exa0801xa 9.5v / 2.315a 24w replacement ac adapter.yamaha pa-5d ac
adapter 12vdc 1.5a class 2 transformer power sup..
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Toshiba adp-65db 19v 3.42a replacement ac adapter,220w clevo p170em p170hm
p180hm fsp220-aban1 ac adapter 4pin,icit isa25 ac adapter 12vdc 0.5a 4pins power
supply.genuine ac adapter hp compaq omnibook ze4420 ze4430 ze5155,new anoma
electric ad-7502d 16vac 500ma a0619627 class 2 power supply,ad/dc power adapter
+ power cord forsamsung ad-6019 lcd monitor.noise circuit was tested while the
laboratory fan was operational..
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Ibm 02k7085 93p5006 laptop ac adapter with cord/charger.new micro solutions
18vac 900ma 48a-18-900 ac adapter power supply.dell hp-af065b83 ac dc adapter
19.5v 3.34a laptop power supply,lenovo 0a36263 65w replacement ac
adapter.logitech auo5v35ot ac adapter 5vdc 350ma used +(-) 2x5.5mm round,yinli
yl-48-0751500d ac dc adapter 7.5v 1500ma.new 9v 2a lei leader electronics inc
nu40-2090200-13 ac/dc adapter,.
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Thomson 5-2363a ac adapter 9v 200ma,new toshiba satellite l630-06s cpu cooling fan
ksb0505ha -9m1n,shun shing dc12500f ac adapter 12vdc 500ma used -(+)
2x5.5x8mm r,dell vostro 3450 cpu fan heatsink nidec 1428d l1 new genuine.hitron
hes10b-05020-0-1 ac adapter 5vdc 2a 10.5w ite lps switchi,li shin lse9801b15 ac
adapter 15vdc 1.25a -(+) 2x5.5 18.75w powe,remington wdf-6000c shaver base
cradle charger charging stand..
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New sunny sys1148-3012 32087009 12v 30w 2.5a mains charger adapter routers.hp
presario cq60-300 cq61-300 cq60-301 fan delta ksb06105ha -8k3,new original 9v
100ma hon-kwang d9100 plug-in transformer adapter.wall gsu15a-3 ac adapter
12vdc 1.25a 15w power supplycommunica,.

